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INTRODUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND 

It will be the purpose of this thesis to consider the process 

by which an electron is excited from a bound state in an aton into the 

continuum by an Interaction with medium energy protons. In the no¬ 

retardation limit, this interaction is purely electrostatic. 

The original impetus for the problem under consideration was 

the work being done at the Rice Institute Nuclear Laboratory on Coulomb 

excitation, (Mo 56). In this work measurements were obtained by ac¬ 

celerating protons onto heavy elements at energies around 4 Mev and detecting 

conversion electrons with a magnetic spectrometer. Together with the 

narrow lines resulting from electron conversion of Coulomb excited 

nuclear energy levels, there is a high continuous background of electrons 

ejected by a direct interaction with the bombarding particles. Fig. 1 

gives a plot of the yield of electrons from a thin Au target bombarded 

with 3.800 Mev protons. The following cross sections were taken from 

this curve by normalizing to Coulomb excited peaks of known cross section, 

and assuming isotropy. 

TABLE I 

3.800 Mev Protons on Au?9 

E ^ kev dsc-1 
dE* 1 90° pb/kev 

62.5 5020 

100 2.0 

500 0.20 
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In Table I, E / is the electron energy, and d<r / is the 
4 dE5/90° 

cross section for electrons from a thin gold target, viewed at 90°, where 

the cross section has been multiplied by 4fl" divided by the solid angle 

aperture of the spectrometer. 

For other than the K shell, screening of the bound state 

electrons will be very important, and even in the Coulomb field limit 

the wave functions for the higher atomic shells are considerably more 

complicated than those for the K shell. For this reason, it was decided 

to limit calculations for the time being to the interactions of the 

bombarding proton with the K shell. 

It would still be desirable to have experimental cross sections 

to compare with the theoretically calculated ones. Continuous spectra 

from Coulomb excitation background will not do for this purpose because 

there is no way of determining in the laboratory from which atomic shell 

the electrons came; however, Lewis, Simmons, and Merzbacher, (Le 53) have 

measured the cross section for production of K X-rays by bombarding 

several elements with medium energy protons. After correcting for Auger 

transitions, this gives the cross section for ionization of the K shell. 

Some typical results are summarized in the following table. 
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TABLE II 

Element Mev Cf'x-Ray cm2 ionisation cm2 

Ta 1.92 13x10-27 14x10-27 

Ta 3.15 110x10-27 120x10-27 

Au 2.40 16x10-27 16x10-27 

Pb 1.92 3.6x10-27 3.6x10-27 

Pb 2.88 30.5x10-2^ 30.5xl0“27 

These cross sections are equivalent to the cross section for 

electrons at a given bombarding energy, integrated over all electron 

energies, 
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II THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

All of the theoretical work which has been done previously 

on this problem has been with the following assumptions: 

(1) The Born Approximation is valid. 

(2) There is no retardation. 

(3) The incoming and outgoing wave functions of the proton 

are plane waves. 

(4) The electron wave functions are non-relativistic. 

(5) The nucleus of the atom is infinitely heavy. 
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The procedure for finding the cross section is as follows: 

I. The matrix element, ^f I V I of the interaction Hamiltonian is 

formed. <*l is the final state bra. In case we are considering long 

range interactions, <f| must be replaced by the time and space reversed 

final state wave functions, (So 53), p. 456. V is the interaction 

Hamiltonian between the IC-shell electron and the proton scattered by 

the nucleus. U> is the initial state ket, and both <f| and li> are 

product wave functions. 

I V / i>f ft, 

where ^ is the density of final states in phase space, and ^ means the 

average over initial states and sum over final states. 

$ 
III. Finally the cross section is & - T.P., whereAis the flux of 

f 
incident particles. 

The first consideration of the problem was that of Bethe, (Be 30), 

which is outlined here. Let (‘ip = be the final state proton wave 

function. Let (^ip = 
be the initial state proton wave function, 

and let the electron wave functions be denoted by He and K for final 

and initial states respectively. r,e is a K-shell hydrogen-type wave 

function, and is a time and space reversed outgoing Coulomb dis¬ 

torted plane wave (So 53). The interaction potential in the no-retarda¬ 

tion limit is , where Rep =J^e _ r^j. Unless otherwise indicated, 
Rep 

mixed Gaussian units will be used throughout. 

II. The transition probability is formed from T.P. « Fofe 
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Letting q = - Teg- , the matrix element is given by 

.4 A 
<i> <f | ¥ U> = e2JJe *<l«rp (fie Vxe dV„ dV. 

E 
* 

ep 

Let 0 (rs) be given by 

(2) 0 (re) « , f e1^ 
-w 
rP.dVn. TTpiq.rf 4 11 e 

This integral was evaluated by Bethe, (Be 30), and the result 

can be derived by considering ^£,2 0S s -47Te^'rP £\re -"rp 3, and 

solving it by use of the three-dimensional Fourier transform. Substi¬ 

tuting (2) in (1) gives: 

<3) <f I v | 1> = ivjtJ el?.re ^ dVe 

This is in the form of an integral done by Wentzel (We 29) 

in connection with Compton recoils from hydrogen. Wentzel performed 

this calculation by separating the Lchroedinger equation for an electron 

in a Coulomb field in parabolic coordinates. The results are only quoted 

here as they will be derived in detail in a later section in spherical 

polar coordinates. The results are: (Be 30), (28) 

where, 

<4) l^o.tan^l2 
_ 256k2 q2 of tan~1 

£(q-»-k) + AT J ° ■ ^(q - 

2 1 
   

k) +. ft J 
a(m) 
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<5> 

a(m) a q2 4- 4 k2 m2 

(’ 1 + e 
-2 rT(n +■ m)')/ -2JT(n - m)l 

A1 +e / 

and n = . 
2k 

The meaning of the .symbols involved is as follows: 

|^b,laa % = the square of the matrix element, where the 

subscript aero refers to the K shell, and sn 

is the parabolic quantum number, 

k = the wave vector of the outgoing electron, and 

t* » 2, the nuclear charge. 

For forming the transition probability it will be necessary to 
rCP 

consider /J^kra^l ^ .|<flv |i>l2 , where this integral is part of 

— a? 
the sum over final states. Beths has done this, and the result is 

(Be 30), in our units and normalisation: 

|{f | V | i}\2 = 2
15 e 4wyr5Z 6a0

4 fcan
2 q24-l/3 (an

2A'et
2-t-Z2)J  

q^^e [V +- -0
2 - q)2J * [V + ao^e+q 

(6) —12 Z 
tan 

-1 
22 an^ 

La % 
o 

2 2 2 2/ 
ao Cq -*e >42 / 

sf^vl — 
IP eJ i - e-2TTs/a0^e 

It will be shown later that for values of the parameters of 

interest in Coulomb excitation and K-shell ionization, aQ q>?
a
0JVe a.nd 

aQq>) Z. Using this fact Henneberg, (He 33), showed that to leading order 

in __1... , again putting in dimensional constants: 
q 
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T.P. = ^ ^ ^  / -4zVao2 q2 

( 7) ao Vp ki J & £& 

<W a11 

“422/fl ^ r<2 
Letting e ° H *1, Huus et al. <Hu TP), obtain for the 

differential cross section for the ejection of K electrons, changing 

to a form to specifically display the units? 

(8) 

dcT 

dBf 

- 2^nz
6 
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Ill DETAILED MON-RELATIVISTIC CALCULATIONS 

The simplest possible calculation of this problem involves 

the assumption of complete screening of the outgoing electron, so that 

instead of using a time and space reversed Coulomb plane wave for the 

wave function of the outgoing electron, a free plane v/ave is used. In 

this calculation the wave functions used are 

where the proton wave functions are normalized to one per box of 

volume Vp, the outgoing electron wave function Is normalized to one 

per box of volume Ve, and the initial electron wave function is normal¬ 

ized to one over all space. Z is the nuclear charge} ao is the Bohr 

radius} is the wave vector of the outgoing electron} and kj_ and 

kf are the wave vectors of the proton initial and final states respec¬ 

tively. The interaction operator is «2 where again Rep = I "re - rl 
"«ep 1 F 

The matrix elements for the interaction are therefore: 

x 

CIO) 

<f(vU> = .2 (Z\3/2 ...1 

W w 
1 ^r, -Zre/ao 

e e e dV dV 
p e 

R 
ep 
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where again cf = - £f . Doing the proton integral by (2) gives: 

. . 1 v 4 HP e2 / 2 <[f IV I i^>= -J p 

(ID 

3/2 
eiq.re -i^.r0 “Zr/a^ 

e dV 

q vp pr0 \af 
= Cl 

Doing the integration over electron angles leads to, 

r iCq re ~2Vao 

(12) e o 
4irf re2 dr, J„[| f -*-e| rj 

* o 
i(q -^0). re 

as can be seen from the spherical harmonic expansion of e 

(B1 52). 

The radial integral can be done immediately, leading to: 

(13) slT ,. ap 
I - j_ ^o2 + (q - Ze )2 J 

Putting in |cp from (11), this leads to: 

(14) 14 1 v 11» 
„ 10 J3 5 4 
2*2 | 2 © 

4 2 r 2 2 c Z* 21* 
1 VP Z + a„ 0i-^e> j 

In order to evaluate the transition probability, (14) must be multiplied 

by -fTft , where is the density of final states, summed over 

indistinguishable final states, and averaged over indistinguishable 

initial states. Now is the volume in phase space divided by a unit 

volume in phase space; therefore 

(15) 

2 V- V„ dPc 'e *p 
dP. 

dEg d ̂  
d-r1'^ d-n-kf P2e Ppf2dE(f 

(2TT {/) 
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Now pe
2 = implies dpe _ m and similarly dpp 
2m dSj'^ 

then using 

Pp 

the wave number definition k may be v/ritten 

(16) - 2rM VeVp kf^e d^kf d-n-A-e dE^ 

(2 7TK)6 

The factor two comes from there being two electrons in the K shell. The 

integral over outgoing electron directions, d_n-^ , will be accomplished 

by integrating over angles between and "cf“ for a fixed cf , that 

is, let d^v^ = 2 _rr sin 9 d © and q.3^e * q;*recos ©. The transition 

probability may be written from (14) and (10), 

2TT 
T.P.r g  

(17) 

10 J3 6 4 3 2mMV V k 2 
2 TP Z 3 a0 dEj e p f^e ji d 

4 2 
* q Vp Ve 

7T 

(2 7T^ ) 

x 2-rr / aln .9 ...tiL, 6. 

O jz2 4 aD
2 (q2 +^e

2) -2q^ecos ^ 

This integral is of the form 

 dvt.   
(a - bu)4 

so that the result of the integration is, collecting terms, 

8 5 4 3 -. . _ 
2 z e mMa0 Ae d Ej 

"V!* " r- .VM
1
 "TT nr 1-n~r niri 

#5, 

as: 

|3Z4 t 0 Z2a2 ^Te
2 + ^z2 a°2 ^2 + 3a0^ 

♦ 10 ao4 ^e2 q2 f 3 aQ
4 q4J kf dufl^ 

4r 2 § 2 l 3r 2 ‘2  TtrT 
q L 2 t «o. -*e> J [2 t % (q +/*£) J 

Prom the definition of q,lf = 1?j_ - kf, or q
2 * kj2 * kf2 - 2kiK* cos© 

pifferentiating gives 2 q d q * 2 kj[ kf sin © d ©. But the 
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differential solid angle for the outgoing proton is d-O.^ = 2 TTsinQfcdQk 

assuming azimuthal symmetry. Therefore, 

(19) 
d-fl—. 

Ik 2.7rq...,A.,a 
kik f 

so that the transition probability is given by. 

T.P. « 2s z5 e4 m Mao3 #edE^ 2 w 

(20) 3TTv_ y? k4 

1 max [S34 f 6z2 aQ Ve
2+ 6z2ac

2q 2 * 3 ao4^4 4 10ao
4/fe

2 q2 

q mln_ 
3f 2 2 

Jr JZ f aD (q 

4 4 *7 
4"3a0lq-.rLjda. 

^ 2] 3 f 2 2 213 
-/ty J [z faQ (q -z^) J 

In order to avoid Integrating this expression as it is written, 

it will next be shown that for problems of physical interest, aG qminX^ 
z> 

and aG qmin>> 
ao^t'e* The minimum value of q occurs when the proton is 

scattered at 0°, and the electron is ejected in the forward direction; 

that is, the following picture obtains. 

Initial 

k. 

Pinal 

*re 

From conservation of energy, neglecting the energy of the recoil nucleus 

which takes up the momentum necessary for conservation of momentum, 

2 2 
(21) ki - % = M 2kf

2 + B, 

2M "as— 

where again Eg is the energy of the outgoing electron, and is the 

magnitude of the binding energy. Transposing and factoring the above gives 
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fool ^ Qrain^i + *cf) - % + % 
2 M 

But for small energy losses, kj[ ^ kf , so that after using the expres- 

o 9 
tion for the bombarding energy, ff k«w = , (22) reduces to 

2M 

<23) ^ 

In the usual coulomb excitation problems 1 Mev<<Ei«LO Mev, 

and 50 kev<<E£«500 kev, where the higher electron energies are viewed 

only at the higher bombarding energies. As a numerical example consider 

the most unfavorable case in Table I, that is Eg = 62.5 kev., then 

using equation (23) and ao^e = a0 ^ 2 mE ?\ the following three _ 
numbers are obtained. 

ao %in s 610 

(24) a0Xe =97 

2 =79 

The binding energy of a K electron in Au is taken as 81 kev. (Si 55). 

Therefore, keeping only the leading term of the Transition probability 

gives 

T.P. 

(25) 

29 Z5 ?{edEg 

H aQ Vp kj_ 

Qmax n 
^min 

For small energy losses, q max~k^ •* kf or, qraax=i2kjL>> k^-kj 

- qm^n. Therefore the upper limit may be replaced by infinity to give: 
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(26) 

T*P. s 2s Z5 e4 mM^dE* 
n’r”'"” Q " gT ' V 

5 # aQ Vp l^q min 

- 2i3 Z5 e4 m Ex5 K5%dE^ 

5 10 4 ' 
5 % Vp kA (% + E* ) M 

where (23) has been used for q^,,. The cross section is now given by 

(27) d ar* - T.P. t 

§ 

where § is the flux of incident particles. The flux of incident 

particles is the number of particles crossing unit area in unit time which 

equals the volume density times the relative velocity. But by the 

normalization of %v in (9), the volume density of incoming protons 

is 1 and the relative velocity iS v* ePi - k± # so that f - K$ . 

Vp M M 

Substituting this in (27), and expressing the answer in terms which 

explicitly display the units, leads to: 

(28) <BL 
dor' s 212 25 

5 I im, 

T 

(*i V ( Aeao) 

K * H 
mc: 

<*10 (jh—) 

The total cross section for K-shell ionization follows from (28) 

by integrating over all outgoing electron energies. The form of the 

integral to be done is 
.CO 

(29) =1 J A'*,'1" 
This can be done by successive partial integrations and leads to, 
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Two comparisons of this formula to experiment are given in Table 111. 

TABUS III 

Protons on Tg Eg = 67.5 kev (Si 55) 

Ej, Mev (Le 53) (30) 

1.92 14xl0~27 cm2 . I2xl0"27 cm *■ 

3.15 120xlQ“27 cm2 .89xl0“27 c.*T 

A largo part of theerror in the results of (30) will be shown 

to be due to the neglect of screening of the outgoing electron. The 

cross section arrived at will be the same as (3) with first order 

corrections, and this will be integrated to give the K-shell ionization 

cross section. 

The w&Ve functions to be used are 

(31) » -iC^e^e t 

i . rr 
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Not© that is a time and space reversed outgoing Coulomb plane 

■wave, (So 53). Again the interaction potential is taken to be V » e2 

(32) 

/?R3= 

i(q -A1 u). "r€ 

1 e2 

nr 

X 

.(iV’/r.8 dr, . i * e*e » -*V=o . ^ 

e* 

2 Cl 

The integral representation for the JFJ has been used, (So 53) 

p. 795, 

^[-1?, 1} i(*fc£ + 

s 1F1* [ A7» 15 _i + *ere >] 

*2^, / u -1 (X - u>i<7 e1'^ X ^e-
?e > » 

C1 d“ 

The path of the integral, C^» surrounds the origin and the point 

u s l, and does not cross the real axis between the origin and the point 

u » X, which is a cut. Doing the integral over angles gives 

ic i(q 
(34) / d-0- 

So that I is now given by, 

- t *>) . iv 

(35) 

co 

But now the radial integral is of the form 

T J0 [|^-4 +A u|re] 

re dre n~‘
7T[./

ao + re u X 
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~^re 
redree sin /%re 

(36) -^re 

= " I ^e6 sin^re 
dp -o 

_ 2<*rf 

■ (FT^F 

Thus, I obtain 

(37) 

I = Sir f duu "17 _1 fa-u)1 tiZ/'Lo " ^e”) yf^^^rrfpj 

But the denominator can be reduced to 

(38) 

Now let 

r(*/«o - W<v) 2 r|^e<u - 1) t dj2 ] 2 

= J- u(2 2?tre
2 - 2 l^ez / /^/a.2 t q2 ^ 2q. 

£ s z2 f q2 +/^e
2 - 2cf .ft 

(39) B.r 

fit = -*K 

f* = a. 

so that I is of the form 

Z = 

8TTy"du u-iy-lg - U)Z^ <yu + &) 

(yws;2 

(40) 

_ 8TT r / S(u) 
7(FTT 

du 

~w 

Now as u—* oo the integrand-—> <?( , and is consequently regular. 
yu2 

Therefore the sense of the path may be reversed and the contour warped 
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to surround the point u = H-&L , this new path being C2. If the 

numerator of the integrand in (40) is defined to be g(u), then the 

residue at the second order pole u at ~ is just g(-—^-) and the 

result is 

(41) 

- 8 
I = f 

r&j*L4 
J Cn * -j 

dux HP 

. ^ *’< -4» 

When (39), and g(u) from (40) are substituted in (41) the result,after 

some algebra, is 

I = 16rT2 i aQ
4 { a.n

2 * - q2) + 2ao(2i^e-Z/a *Wf* * ~o ) m J,r.'zu 
£(z2 + V * [ * + *°2 * “ *•>* f x 

(42) 

X [yXe + * 2?fW < -^e- i 2/ap q2 j 

1 00 L ^e^”Q 2 + Z/aQ (2i^e - Z/ao>J 

From the definition of^ (31), the first two terms in the last factor 

O 
cancel so that i*r. used in forming the transition probability is, 

t2 2 tan **i 2Zao ^e ) 

2 * 256 TT^a0
8.4Z2fty(0(p-o 

ao2 3fe2 ~ ap3q2 - 22 / II I 

(43) 
Bo^O2 t aj <$ -$«•>*J « 

X 

Z2 <-7Ce q» *^e ^ >2 + <3 »^e >2 

<-Xe2 - q2 - zL)2 + iZ2 ^2 
ac
2 ao2 

To form the transition probability this expression for I a must be 

integrated over all outgoing electron angles. Therefore let M a 2fr J\ll 2* 

xsin ©d© where © is the angle between ^ and cf . This integral has the 

form, 
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(44) 

1 

f (A -f Bu * C u 
M - E I (D - Eu)4 

du 

2 
and may be done by elementary methods. Substituting |C/ from (32) 

leads to: 

2Tf\<£\v /i>|2 sin © d 6 

s 2157T5e 4Z6ao^o2£i2 J(ao2A'e2 

(45) 
Vp%eq2

/^[22f a/ (^e - q)2J3 Z2+ a0
2(/*> q)^/3 

\ - exp ^-27TZ/a0 ^ej 
-x ejr, 

O, S,- 
W4 

--tan 22 a^e 

ao2 (q2 -^e2) * J 
which is identical to (6). As in the complete screening calculation the 

large limit is taken in forming the transition probability, but this 

time first order correction terms are kept in the expansion in powers 

of _1_ of the integrand. The result is, using (16), (19), and (45), 

q 

(46) 

T.P. « 212 TTZ6e4mMdE/r x 

ao%#5ki ■CO 

d q 

qU 

^min 
[ 1 + 19 a

o2Xe2 - 17 Z2 ^ ao4^e
4 

3a,,2 q2 -1 
Forming the differential cross section by dividing by the flux of 

incident particles, and expressing the form in convenient units gives: 

dcr's 21S rr z6 
2. 

&) 
X 
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Finally, if this expression is integrated over E the total 

K-shell ionization cross section is, 

The results of formulae (47) and (48) are tabulated in Tables IV and V 

respectively. 

TABLE IV 

3.800 Mav Protons on Au7® Eg m 81 kev (Si 55) 

Eg kev 
do- (Mo 56) 

dir 
exp, /t/b/kev 

d<r* //b/kev 
dEy K-shell 

62.5 5020 10,39 x 0,9997 = 10.4 

199 2,9 .01295 X 1.00096 = .0130 

500 0,20 87,53 x 10"7xl.00159 = 87,7 X 10“7 
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TABLE V 

Protons on Ta Eg = 67.5 key (Si 55) 

E^ Mev ©'experimental (Le 53) (48) 

1.92 14xl0~27 _2 cm 6.G01 x 10-27 x .8597 = 5.16x10-27 cm2 

3.15 120xl0~27 2 cm 43.48xl0~27 X .7700 = 33.5xlO“27 cm2 

In both tables IV and V the second factor in the calculated 

gives the magnitude of the correction to formulas (47) and (48) l.e., 

the factor in the brackets. 

The fact that these cross sections have been raised considerably 

from the corresponding values without screening may be justified physically 

as follows. The value of the cross section was raised because the value 

of the matrix elements concerned was raised. But this would be expected 

because the attractive force of the nucleus retards the outgoing electron 

A 

so that the electron is affected by the electrostatic field of the proton 

for a longer time. Thus the value of the transition energy is raised. 

But the matrix element is just the expectation value of this transition 
I e 

energy. The ratio of the unscreened differential 'cross section to the 

screened differential cross section is seen to be from (28) and (47), 

(49) 

dor 
dEK I unscreened 8Z 

de~ 

dEg | screened 

It is of interest to consider the various multipole contribu- 

2 
tlons to this cross section. The interaction operator —— is expanded 

R  ep 
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in a series of spherical harmonics. 

(50) 

4-rre 

Ltl 
1  
2X + 1 1+ X <ee* 0e>*&©p»V* 

The X - 0 term of this expansion is the monopole interaction, X = 1 the 

dipole, etc. It will be shown in the consideration of the differential 

cross section with proton Coulomb waves that, for the case of no overlap 

between the proton and electron wave functions, the monopole matrix 

elements vanish identically. It might be thought therefore that at high 

bombarding energies when the proton penetrates very near the nucleus, 

that the proton would spend a large fraction of its interaction time 

inside of the K shell, and that consequently the dipole interaction term 

would be important. This will be shown not to be the case in our ap¬ 

proximation for the energies at which coulomb excitation work is done. 

It will be verified for the dipole calculations that at high bombarding 

i 
energies, that is,: when most of the dipole interaction takes place while 

the proton is within the It shell, the dipole cross section for the process 

is given by the bremsstrahlung cross section at an energy % + , 

which is the transition energy, multiplied by the internal conversion co¬ 

efficient. 

It has not been verified mathematically for multipoles higher 

than dipole that this is true but physically it seems reasonable to 

suppose that it is. 

Rose (Ro 51) has calculated the internal conversion coefficients 

for the If shell as a function of transition energy, nuclear charge, and 
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as a function of multipolarity. From his figure 5, it can be seen that 

a 
(51) L 4 1 

7F 
5, 

where this is an order of magnitude only. It is well known that for a 

radiating assembly of charges, small in size in comparison to a wave¬ 

length, that a measure of the strengths of the successive multipolea is 

the ratio of the size of the radiating system divided by the wavelength 

of the radiation (St 41). 

Consider now this rate of convergence for the bremsstrahlung 

multipoles under consideration. The classical turning point for /= 0 

protons is a measure of the size of the radiating system. This is given 

by Ei * Ze2/rtp or rtp = Ze
2 . The wavelength of radiation involved is 

El 

X s 1 where = aL a ^ ^ - Therefore a measure for the speed of 
v • ° # c 

convergence for the bremsstrahlung multipoles is r+„ = Eg + Eg Z e
2 . 

-f-  H5” 
When multipled by five from (51), this gives an estimate of the speed 

of convergence for the multipole expansion for the electron problem, and 

it is seen to be a small number for the regions of energy under considera¬ 

tion. The conclusion is then that the quadrupole cross section should be 

considerably less than the dipole cross section, and that the dipole cross 

section should be important only when the overlap, between the proton 

charge density and the electron charge density, is small. 

A better measure of the relative importance of the monopole cross 

section with respect to the total cross section is given next. The 

monopole cross section in the complete screening case is given by using 

the wave functions (9). The monopole part of the electrostatic interaction 
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operator is given by e* 1< . The integral over proton coordinates can 

*> 
be done again and leads to 

0O (re) = e2 J eic*'rp i< dVf 

Z 4 ^ Jo ^ re> (52) 

The calculation of the matrix elements is straightforward, and very 

similar to that used in evaluating the matrix elements for all multipoles, 

From equation (14), (16), and (IS), 

a’r/k flvUX?0t sin 

(S3) * 212 7T
4
Z5 a0

3 B
4[ 3Z4 , 6Z2 a/**2 * 3a0

4 q4 

2 2 2 

2 

-+6Z~aQ q2 + 3a0
4^e 

4 t IQ a0
4/t^2q21  

3q4 Vp
2Ve[z

2 + aQ2 (q tKe>
2J 3 [z2 * a02(Xe-q)

2]3 

The analogous expression in the calculation of the monopole cross section 

is given by, 

2fTJ|<f|V|i>l 2 sin S^ed0Ve 

(54) - „12 
EO 

2** tr4Z 5 e4 ap3 

q4 ve v/jV + aG
2 (7Ce f q>2 J^2 * *o (^- q)2J2 

The ratio of the monopole to total cross section is seen to be 

do*- 
dE* 

EO 
5 Rot 

(55) 

do- 
dEr 

I tot 

r°° - ■ §2  ......   J «3b2 »o2 We - ♦ a02 C%>4]: 
qmin 

fdq[3 Z4 + 6Z2 a0
2Prt,2 , 6Z2 ^ 

t 3 ac , 10 aQ
4^ 2 q 8 t 3a/ q4 « o a o «« ^ 1 o ^ 

” Sf„2 2 ” . 21 2 /" 2 2 . „ ✓ 721 3 
3 q [2 t aQ <^e - q) J [_z * *o ^ q> J 
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The denominator of this expression may be put in the form of the numerator 

plus a correction term, and the correction integral may be evaluated in 

the usual approximation that qm^n is large. When this is done, the 

result is 

(56) 

Rot -  1  

f 4°^2 

9 %iin2 

When the expressions for and^e are substituted in terms of energies, 

the result is, assuming Eg->^>%, Eg + Eg<< E-^ 

ROt  L——   
160 mEi 

<57) 1 + ri7i 

i  

" ®1 
1 + „  

96.8 Eg 

For example, if 

Eg ss 500 kav, E^ s 3.800 Kev, EQ-J. S 0 • 93 

Of course, it must be realized that this ratio will be 

extremely dependent on the proton wave functions and could be entirely 

altered by taking into account Coulomb effects. This will be illustrated 

in Chapter VI. 
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IV THE CROSS SECTION WITH COULOMB INTERACTION 

The following section of this thesis is more of formal than 

physical interest. It is included however to show the methods neces¬ 

sary for evaluating the differential cross section for electrons as a 

partial wave expansion with Coulomb proton waves. The wave functions 

and interaction Hamiltonian are taken to be, ((So 53) for Coulomb wave 

functions), 

‘/'ip = Wfe 1)’ Pi(%#k1rp) Y/(Qp i ) 
ki rD fvP 

JL 

(58) 
Vtp =25 

J?V 

4TT(i) e ~
i(er£'~ F 

,kf rp ftp 

SC%> kf rP > C©p^p) 
M* ' A V" 

fie = 
2 <!„> 

3/2 -Zre/aQ 0 
6 Y0 (9e . 0e> 

* 

f f e = ei(fi> ~ cr°e)(-i)'* Y* <^e> 

V - e-2 = 4 7T e2 ^ 1 L 
   T** 

V ss 

&ep LM2L t 1 L ■ 
r> 

irfwe. 0S> 
xYep V 

The new quantities introduced have the following meanings: 

°h = l£ 
hvi 

- Ze2 , where v^ and vf are the relative velocities 

* vf 
of the proton and nucleus at infinity. 

= arg [ ru* 1 +i )J is the Coulomb phase shift, and con¬ 

sequently 

(58) ^ = arg PCI + i*/) 
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Ff, Fjj/, and F^are Coulomb wave functions of angular momenta 

1,i'and A. respectively, and are related to the confluent hypergeometric 

functions as follows: 

~ XTJ?) „ i ,. 
P«(?,kr) - e 2<si (2kr) e1Kr ,F,(i ?*• /+ 1, 2i + 2: -2i kr) 
* ' (2/+ if 11 

The notation Y|* (1c) means the spherical harmonic of order /, 

A 
m with arguments, the angles of k with respect to the z axis. 

Omitting all phase factors which will cancel when |4 I V)i)j is 

formed, the matrix element for the process may be written. 

(59) <f I V | i> B 
2 (4TT)7/2 e2 

Vp tk) 3/2 XX’ 
X 

where    , . f4 u 

G = BTH7 Y/ (kf) Y^(^e) 
M 

2L + 1 A ■* 

(60) 

G Mn3^ T p Of 

J jFX kirp) Fji <?£• kfrP
) ^77 

-Zre/aQ 

^ < *e. V % * 

0p) Yf (Sp, 0p) YL(ep,0p) d^Vj, Ip . J l>’* <0p, 

o * * 
Yj, (Oe0e) Y0 ( ©e, 0e) Yj^ (e^e) d^ 

Ie may be evaluated immediately since Y° ( 9^, 0Q) is a con¬ 

stant, and Ip may be evaluated by the Gaunt formula (B1 52), p. 793, giving 

vM ~M L 

(61) 

(-) r' ~J« S 
I® = fZrT1 r 

Ip = 1(2 L 4 1) (2 l t 1)1 © m* o O 
U 4JT(2i't 1) 

L jli' L X X1 

where CM £ m» and CQ Q 0 are Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Co 53). 

j. ft X ' t 
Noting that Cy o mf = 0 unless M r m; the matrix element may be written 
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X 

(62) 

6/2 2 3/2 
| V I i> = 2 (4V) « / 2 \ 

p 

/ * i 22 / ■f 

l/(2 

a0/ 

CL U' Li /'VM * y ~M^A. 
  ^ , -MOM CQ 0 0 Yfl/ <kf > yL ( “e' 
1) ( 2L t 1) 1 

x 

-Zr /a„ L 
x dr r dr FT <$ ?C r_) e e ° _£;   J j P e e L e, e L +1 

x % rp) ^(^f, kffrp) 

If the sum over L is dropped, and the transition probability calculated 

from (16), the result is 

8 4 3 — 
T.P. « 2 e Z soM d Ej (2 i f 1)   

M5 Vp *±
2 ^3 |j; <2L » 1) ^(2|'t 1) 2ft 1)' 

x 

A? 

x C 

(63) 

,L I !’ L H l1 L J /' CL i" f' , 
M 0 M v 0 O MO M l0 0 O Ir (L! t ) Ir (L JJ*) x 

xJdjak. d-CV^ ^ dcf) (kf) *fWe) <^e> 

Where Ir (L,/7) is an abbreviation for the radial integrals. 

From the symmetry conditions on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (Bl 52), 

p. 791, the product of two of the coefficients is 

CL £ t'tl rTTjT, -n (op. n 
1 CL (’/ 7v 

(64) MOM 
M0M

 ~| Trrnrrzrnj M-M0 ‘'M~M0 

J: 
The integration over leads to a factor d,! the integration i. £i 

over d_£V_^e gives a factor 1, and the M dependence of the expression is 

now contained entirely in the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. The Clebsch- 

Gordan coefficients obey the orthogonality relation (Bl 52) 
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(65) 

I'l 
'M -MO 

t’f . 
'M-MO " (5^ 

The transition probability is therefore written, 

(66) 

i - 
£ 
W 

_ 2s e4 2 3 mM dE 
x 

5 2 3 

* VP ki 
kf% ao 

2j?+ 1 
2 L + 1 (C 0 0 of Jlr (L i /)/ 2 

The differential cross section is obtained by dividing by the flux to give 

do- 
dE^ 

28 e4 Z3®!! 2 

(67) asui L H6 aQ
3^ fjj 2 L t 1 

x |lP ( 
2. 

Consider first the monopole case, 

5 i u i (>y 
fjj 2 L f 1 ( 0 0 0 / 

do- 
(68) dE 

_ 2® Z2 m M 2 

^ 3V |«r- 
H hj aQ /fe ^ SO 

where the radial integral is given by 

I„ (o//) = 

(69) 

yj FJt ki V F/%» kf *p> Vfe.^e) 

x e"Zre/ao re dre drp 

From (69) it can be explicitly seen that unless there is a charge 

overlap, the EO cross section vanishes identically, by the orthogonality 

of the Coulomb wave functions for different energies. No attempt has been 

made to find numerical results from (68). The integrals must be done 

numerically, and each cross section is given as a sum over many terms in 

(68). This is a rather slowly converging series as can be seen from the 

following physical picture. The turning point of the Coulomb wave functions 

is given by 
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(70) ki rtp + Al* !> 

The Bohr orbit radius for the K shell is givenby aQ . The condition 

Z~ 
that these two be equal is 

I/TM V in 
(71) 

n 
me 

ao 

Z ®Z_ 
a c 

,79 As an example, when Au is bombarded by 3.800 Mev protons, 

/o = 284• Tha series will converge only when/>^. Consequently, 

this type of solution is only feasible with a high-speed eomputer. 

The dipole part of (67) is 

dcr 
d*S 

(72) 

(EI 

28 e4 Z3 mil2 

3/ k/ kf a0
SXB 77' 

(2 14 1) tc1 * iy 
\ o 0 0/ 

X 

x |ir (iii61 

The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved ares 

(73) 

1 ! 0-i 

000 

1 H fti 

000 

iznr1 

K 2 Ft 1 

f 2* + 1 

c 1 / # fii 
0 0 0 

- 0 

Therefore the cross section may be written 

d£-J = 28 e4 Z3 m M 2 

d% 
*IE El 

(74) 

3 K6 k^ kf aQ ^ 

X 

i) | !r (i, i i 11) |2 -t 11 ir aiM) | 2 J 

Now suppose the bombarding energy is very large, so that for a 

large fraction of the time during which the interaction takes place, the 
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proton is within the K shell. In this case let 

is consider there to be no charge overlap.^ Ir 

written, 
rO0 

(75) 

IrUjf/±l> = M*> ( ^i.^V 

-Zre/a0 

» i'p, and r> » rQ, that 

aiJ* 1) my then be 

± 1 
<?f, W'P^P j 

dre 

re J 
= (t 1, - Ij / ) jje (L . 1)J 

The notation for the proton integral is that of Biedenharn 

et al CBi 55b).2 

The terms under the summation sign in (74) my therefore be 

written, 

l*e <L = x>| 2 ^ X) /U» " 1;*f +JK-1’ 
(76) * I ,O' „ 

= )le <t . 1) I- pot 
|3Q in (76) is the appearing in the bremsstrahlung cross section. 

(Bi TP). 

Equation (74) may now be factored to give 

do** - d rf 
dES d(BB * E< S’ ) 1 bremsstrahlung 

(77) 

nr>o *4 3 2 128 M XJI c o Z 
nf      - - -  l^e 

(L = 1)|2 (% + E$0 

K7 ac
S * ?te <k±2 kf2 ) 4 

s d C3T 

" d(% f" E* ) 
bremsstrahlung 

4 From the results of Chapter III, this is a poor approximation, but the 
results are of interest as they provide a possible methodology for the 

solution of other problems, (3e 54), (Se 55) 

2 The notation is (m,n;J! ) 
r°° 
/ (^, kr) 

'a 
^+m(^,kr)r-

ndr 
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where the bremsstrahlung cross section has been taken from (Bi TP). 

It will be shown now that is the usual internal conversion 

coefficient. By conservation of energy, 

EQ + Eg a (fej2 - kf
2) = SO that 

(78) 
(X - 64 M 3°3 Z3 Ue ( L * *>|2 

1 ' Ji3 aQ
4 Cki2 - kf2) 3 

If, E/>> then Fx (%, re)-%s% re 3i(7Ce re ), so that 

r* 

Ie—J Jl<#e re) e"
Zre/a°^r-e ■ p - (79) 

^eao 

In the limit %e a&yz, Ie goes to 1, so that then gives, 

<80) 0(1 = ajx,3^  ' ’,here V 
This formula is identical to that given in the same limit by Blatt 

and Weisskopf. (Bl 52) . 

A matrix element will be called internal if the proton always 

is considered to be inside the K shell when interacting with the K 

electrons. It will be called external if the proton is always outside 

the K shell. A relation will now be derived between internal and ex¬ 

ternal matrix elements. 

Consider the commutator of the commutator of the complete 

Hamiltonian, including the Coulomb interaction, with r“p, 

(81) [H, Ch» ?P]1 - - & d2 ?p s 2, e,2.,.H2 J*. 
J d t2 

Taking matrix elements of this expression gives 

M •** o rp 

(82) 
(Ef - Ei)2<^f |rpj^i> r 2 JL 

M 
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Analogous equations hold for an electron in a Coulomb field, and since 

the gain in energy of the electron is equal to the loss in energy of the 

proton, the following relation obtains between internal and external 

matrix elements. 

(83) 

= <^p| rp |¥ip)<^fe | I Vie^ 

= fP lipl^tp)^felrJ */ie) 

’(?)N • 
In case the bombarding energy is very low, the proton will not 

appreciably penetrate the K shell. A measure of this energy is obtained 

by supposing the proton turning point is outside the Bohr K-shell radius. 

The criterion for this is, Ei+ Ze^ , for X= 0, which is twice the K-shell 
vaQ 

binding energy. For higher values of the energy can be somewhat higher 

without penetration. The energies involved are of course not used for 

laboratory work, but problems of this type have been considered for 

light elements in connection with certain Astrophysical problems (Se 54), 

(Se 55). Since the contribution to the cross section of these external 

dipole matrix elements is weighted by the factor it seems er 
plausible that at low enough bombarding energies they might dominate. 

For these energies there will be some minimum value of /, above which 

the interaction will be primarily external dipole. 

Biedenharn has shown that the bremsstrahlung function (76) 

may be summed explicitly in terms of and in fact .the result is (Bi TP) 
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(84) 

o = - Qi7 

4 M Z e 2Jl bD, 

, where 

2 
and 

H2 (kf
2 - kA

2)2 

f° 

:[ 
kii+ * ki^f/+ 1 kf^f|J(0» 

-i£ki2 t kf
2 t 2^27i2 J (0,1;P j (0,1'J-ih 

where the (0, ) is defined in 2, page 31. The total dipole 

bremsstrahlung cross section is found to be -Q^ (Bi 55). If only the 

contributions to the cross section from values of /greater than flQ are 

desired, then the contribution is -Q^Q + ^ . For large values of l>v»h 

and small energy losses, approaches the classical limit, which is (Bi 55) 

(85) 
Q 
  7t 
kf 

-ijr 
2 e ~27r (i5£> 
8 1* 15 

where 

/I2 * 2~7 
- (A + V , is the eccentricity of the classical 

hyperbolic orbit, and 

fit -jb 

H. (i(£) is the Hankel function of the first kind. 
'X 

The external dipole cross section for electrons is now given by, 

.2 

(86) 

dcf I 
dES\ 

= d <S 

f-yJli 
d (% i E S ) 4 (ij 1) 

®o 

bremsstrahlung 

This equation is now in form amenable to calculations. 

* The function b0 has been tabulated by Biedneharn et al. (Bi TP) 
k£2 

The internal conversion coefficients 0^ have been tabulated by Rose 

et al, (Ro 51). For small energy losses, k^Cck^, so that Jf is small. 
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For large $, For f&l, %j(iJE) may be replaced by HgCi'J £-) v/hich 

has been tabulated (Ja 45) and if £ is not much less than ly£fis much greater 

than 1. In this case the asymptotic form of the Hankel functions may 

be used. (Wa 22) The result is: 

(87) 11m Q 

%i»\ ' U* 

-J(7T+ 2& 

7Te  
4 

Some attempts were made to estimate the effect on the matrix 

elements Ir (1 i /) of the actual overlap. These attempts were given up 

when it was found that in most cases of interest in Coulomb excitation, 

where the overlap is important in the dipole cross section, the monopole 

cross section is dominant. 
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V RELATIVISTIC CALCULATIONS 

The following assumptions are made for the purpose of this 

calculation: 

1. The Born approximation is valid. 

2. The nucleus is infinitely heavy. 

3. The proton wave functions are plane waves. 

4. Relativistic effects are confined to the electron. 

5. Semi-classical radiation theory describes the coupling 

between the proton and the electron. 

Consider the interaction of two systems of charges and currents. 

The classical interaction energy is given by 

where 012 is the scalar potential., evaluated at the position of charge 

vector potential. The units employed for the semiclassical radiation 

treatment are rationalized MK8 units. If 0^2 ant* are written in 

terms of the scalar and dyadic retarded Green*s functions respectively, 

the result is (B1 52), 

(88) 

density t due to charge density p2, and A^2 is the analogously defined 

(89) 

where 

i-X 

G = 1 e' 

4 7TR12 

eikR12 
4 1rR12 
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According to the semiclassical radiation theory, the transition 

from the classical interaction to the quantum mechanical interaction is 

made by substituting the quantum mechanical interaction charge and 

current densities for the corresponding classical densities. Let the 

■ / , ' “ ' ■ ' 

index 1 refer to the electron and 2 refer to the proton. The transition 

densities involved in (80) are, 

Pi = fe = e2^f^i 
J V. 

fk • PP = e 

(90) _ 

Jl ' Je = e 
;e % ie) 

%■ * JI£Z v ‘2 ~ "p " (Tfp “p 1 ip) 

so that the interaction-energy matrix element becomes 

(91) 

G> 
, if/%, , + ff/% > >) 

“ftp avp] 

<f | V l i> S <f l V | l)p + <$ I V l i>.j 

Consider only the monopole part of this expansion. This means 

that we take only the terms under summation with J * M = 0. and N^° 

are identically zero. The definition of LQ° is now 

(92) : * I Vfo <kr) Yo° = * 1 f-, (hr), 
k 

where fn is any spherical Bessel function of order n. Substituting (92) 
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into the current part of the matrix element, (91), we find, 

<f I V| 1> i ' ft* [ffi «*> <?<*>> 

* v<^P> 
dV° dVi 

(93) 

= ik# 

P 

Q 
Jer Vie) jjl <kr< > hl 

fp pr Wp> dV„ dV, 
P * 

where j-^kr ) is the spherical Bessel function which is regular at the 

CD , 
origin, and (kr^ ) is the spherical Bessel function whose asymptotic 

form is an outgoing plane wave. 

Consider now the four transition densities defined by (90), If 

the proton wave functions are taken to be plane waves, then the proton 

charge density is given by 

n r* y 

P. . q ■ kj_- kf 

. -4 

f , tJ q.rv 

<94> ^fp = 

(95) 

The electron wave functions are both of the form 

in Dirac space. 
^e = 

f~±fK % -K 

_ * f* 
H 

fj^ and g^ are the "little" and "big" radial Dirac functions respectively. 

The 5(^*3 are the Pauli spherical spinors, and are given explicitly 
tc 

by 

u ay*4 c" / 1 A / ^ 
<96> x"K = Kr-\c*-r r Yjf*' 0) Xh 

The quantum number K is the Dirac quantum number which determines both 

j and $ according to the following scheme. 

(97) j r IfCl- i , c m U-yo 
UKl - i j€ < o 
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f'C can assume all positive and negative integral values but it cannot be 

ft 
zero. The form a complete orthonormal set over spin space and over 

the unit sphere. The electron transition charge density is therefore 

given by 

(98) 

■if(CE * -kf i\T(- 
Ki * 

**L \SW * kii 

After doing the spin sum and angular integration, (98) leads to 

(99) ] 
Consider now the proton current. The non-relativistic current operator 

is 

(100) 

Finally the radial current density is given by 

(101) ljpr(5> =4i[R|p - JPf,, R 1 
* ^ ^ ^ J 

The electron current density is derived from the Dirac velocity operator 

(Di 47): 

(102) Jr * -r = c^#r) = 0^(6.*) r 

where <J^is the three-space part of the Dirac matrix, and ff~r is the radial 

Pauli spin matrix. The effect on the Pauli spinors of the operator ^ is 

(Ro 52) 

(103) °r * K ~ ~ * _k 

Thus the electron current density is given by: 
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X 

(104) 

x 

< VWor </ie) = -o£if** X ^ J Gp 3tr^] 

'o ofj-it# ") 

•f °A g* *_£/ 

= 1 °[£* S/t ' *4 f*7 

The two matrix elements may therefore be written: 

<f I V | i\ ss Q ,2 ,eiq.rp eikR 

4rr a0Nvpyr-
f R 

* ^ \r? Jt 

jyv «r - s«] “v 

2ar 
e e 

<f | V | i)r = -ikh /lQe
2C ff [ Rf* ^Ri _^f* RjH X 

(105) J 2t^vpjJi d*p J 

x |J}J_ ( krc ) ^ ( br>^ fY* g/iT ” g/l* fi 
7 

x r„ dr„ r„ dr d_^L_ -e p P 

The most convenient units for workiig with relativistic wave 

functions are relativistic units, in which # = m - c - 1. Energies are 

consequently measured in units of me2, momenta in units of me, lengths in 

units of # etc. e£ is a dimensionless constant, and is con- 
mc Kc 

sequently independent of units. The prescription for changing to these 

units is therefore 

e2 
l 

(106) 
4 tre. —> 

uQ e c = 4 JTe2 

£QC 

With this change of traits, the matrix elements are given by: 
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<* IV 1 ±)p * 

(107) 

eikR 

R 

1J 

x 

2 
r dr 

p e e 

* <f | v | iV = -2TTilte2 jjfef* ^Ei -jRf *B ') /3 /^p^i/L ^ J X 

x|ji (hr* ) h1(la-> )J[t* g*.
1- x 

2. 2 
dr_r„ c_ . e e p p x r„ dr„r„ dr„d-r^ 

Consider first the charge interaction matrix element in the 

no-retardation limit. We make the abbreviations, 

C = e 
V 
pr e 

(108) Ip = I eiq,rp dVp = 477~e*-3«re J R q2 

F (re) = [fj* f*1 * z£* , 

so that the matrix element may be written, 

r-tO 

(109) <f)v/i>p e C J F 

The monopole part of Ip is 

C J F(re ) Ip re dre 

(110) e““*8 ISO® j0 (qre > 

The matrix element is therefore: 

ccO 

(ill) = 4irc I jQ 
q2 Jt> 

(qre ) F(re ) rQdre . 

We turn now to a consideration of the radial Dirac wave func¬ 

tions. For the bound state they have been given by Sommerfeld (So 53), 
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p. 290. (note that by (97), for S states, K= -1. 

fi 

S' 

(112) 

% el 
e -i + |/ l-tf^z2 * 

where 

^ = |SL- /"Eo
2 -B2 1 5 

The normalisation condition gives at once 

A 3/2 
Nj = £2 , where 

fte* v i. rer. u ' 

(113) 
?=2TJ 

2 
Eo " E ^ 

£_ = Eo “ B . and 

y - * 

ir= /I - <*V 

or in relativistic units, 

(114) 

"is! 
< & & r 

C - 1 ~ E 
L 

^ = 2 ^1 - E2^ 

The Coulomb continuum functions have been given by Rose (Ro 37). 

relativistic units, normalised per unit volume 
(ft-) 

, they are, 

In 
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^ = (1 * w£)i (G + G*), where 

0 = <2pr/ . e* ZW/2P 1C7
 ( Y',, t.J*pi/y)\ x 

<H5> M-trWrWf + « f^p 

- x e~*Pr~ * ^ ( iff id(£W/p) x 

x -^(/V 1 + i4zw/p, 2* ♦ 1? 21 pr) 

The function F(re) may be written with the aid of <114) and (115) as 

-9/2 ti-l 
F(re ) = Nj 

e p 

V £.<1 - Wf)l (G - G*)J 
(116) = fo±e Zfc-V/f1 - /l +• % 7 

+ G*C-£(i ~ Sj1 - yt+ wpj. 

F(re ) is now in a form so that only one integral need be done, 

£ - <1 * W^)^ (G + G*) 

for it may be written: 

C117) 

F(re ) 2&AG, where 

As
_ J^l f- f g.)fl - Wf 

7 

Finally from (111) the matrix element is, 

^f/v/i^» 877e2 NiAP / sin Cqr) , ~ ^ x 

' 
VJFL? 7 

(118) "f fin 

x 

Pi eq 'o 

^e G r dr 
e e 

The integral representation for the jF^ contained in G may 

now be used to give for the matrix element: 
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i r 

^f(v|i>p :^K J i/ (l-u) **~1duJ e"ipr 

o ° 

x e2i pru sj[n (q|f) e“ ?r/2 y )'+ \jr> where 

TT#' 

(119) 
K s 47Te^ Nj/,(2p)' e 2p 0 

Vp KVe' qa < n-p)^ (pC *>1 

y -+• 
i*2Xu 

e 2i?_ 1 *• 1 <* Z/r>J 

The radial integral can be done at once 

(120) 

ra> 

[■* 
zf f 1 o - L^/2 - ip (2u - 1) ? iqJ r 

r< 2/> 

dr 

[f/2 - ip(2u - 1) ^ iqj2 * 

The contour integral resulting from (120) leaves the matrix element in 

a form recognizable as a 2F1 hypergeometric function (Er 53) 

(121) 

<f|V|i> KP(2 / ) fl*- I“7 , where 
p 21 J, >T r*-rj 

I* = ( (*/2 * ip * iq) -2M U (1 - u) X 

_,-2r 
jatBM _] du 

+ ip xiq J I3 /2 + ip *iq 

The phase of the integrand in (121), and the values of the 

parameters are such that no phase constants or changes of contour are 

needed, so that the matrix element is given bys 
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(122) 

where 

/f|v|i>_ = KfW) P ( ^ 4 1) H( ) 
\ /e ^ 

x j^( )"23rF+ - F-J ^ 

P * = ^ (2jr , S + 1; 2K + 1; a* ), 

z ^ - 2 ip . and 

(*/2+ ip ?■ iq 

_ = ( ^/2 t ip ? iq) 

In all cases of practical interest, Iz^lis alv/ays less than one, 

and in fact, the successive terras in the power series for F are increasing 

powers of 1/q. The leading terra in the brackets is therefore seal to be 

(123) 

- ('r2ir F-J 

2iq~2*' sinirjr :£(-iq)"2r ~(iq)~2*J « 

Combining (123) and (122), and using K from (119) gives as a crude ap¬ 

proximation to the matrix element: 

.... , r zwf <r 
(124) C*\vl*>p 2 77V- Hi (2p) &  ““X/S fl sin(TTJ') 

55 Vp ft? jTq3 tsr C irp)i * 

xJPfdW-CA S e1 ^) 

When this expression is multiplied by the density of final states 

in relativistic units, integrated over q, and divided by the flux of 

incident particles, the result is: 

d£l| = 22 * ~ 5e %a2 p2 / -1 e 7T<*ZWf/2p ^sin2(rr/J 
dE6 If 4 2ki2( - Dq^in 4 - 4 P A 

(125) ' 

* in s fK &[& A £V^]
2 

In addition to this terra in the cross section, the spin-current 

interaction cross section has been calculated in the no-retardation limit. 
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The actual mechanics of the calculation are very similar to those given 

above. The matrix element is first integrated by parts, v/hieh converts 

the integrand into a sum of three terms multiplied by jQ (qr0). The 

integrated part vanishes at both limits, and the part to be integrated 

may be put in the form of the sum of three integrals identical in form 

to (118). The matrix element contairQs six g^i functions of the argu¬ 

ments z* , so that all are rapidly convergent. 

No attempt has been made to study the interference terms be¬ 

tween charge and current transitions, and in fact, no attempt has been made 

to find accurate values of the integral over final states, or to find 

numerical results. 
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VI CONCLUSIONS AND DIRECTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The large difference between the complete screening calculations, 

and the Coulomb calculations given in Chapter III, make it evident that 

the actual amount of screening present is of critical importance in 

obtaining accurate values of the electron cross section. It should be 

investigated to find whether this screening correction can be done ac¬ 

curately enough by using an equivalent screened value for Z, or whether 

Hartree wave functions should be used. 

It has been suggested by Zupancic (Zu 54), that the principle 

source of discrepancy between the values of the cross section calculated 

by Bathe’s formalism and those observed experimentally, is relativistic 

effects. Since no numerical results have been obtained forthe rela¬ 

tivistic calculation, this has not been verified, but it is reasonable 

to expect that the relativistic wave functions should lead to larger 

matrix elements. The K-shell wave functions given in (112) show that 

relativity introduces a weak singularity at the origin in the ground 

state wave functions, which will increase the strength of the proton- 

electron Interaction. 

The effect of Coulomb forces on the proton are difficult to 

evaluate. In the case of the dipole cross section, proton Coulomb 

effects and relativity together can be taken into account exactly, in 

the no-overlap approximation by the formalism developed in ChaptefJVt 

Assuming the division between internal and external-matrix elements takes 

place sharply at the Bohr K radius, the external contribution to the crtES 
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section is negligible in comparison with that of the internal matrix 

elements for all electron energies which are of interest in Coulomb 

excitation. Calculations were made for the three cases listed in 

Table I, and they are reproduced below. 

TABLE VI 
79 

3.800 Mev Protons on Au 

E < kev Table IV der (77) 
Cr 

dE* dEg- pb/kev 

62.5 10.4 .0339 

199 .0130 .00216 

500 87.7xl0“7 397xl0~7 

It might be considered surprising how large the actual dipole 

term is in the last column of Table VI, but it must be remembered that 

it is being compared to the total cross section, i.e,, all multipoles, 

assuming plane waves for the proton, and neglecting relativity and re¬ 

tardation. The values of the internal conversion coefficients were 

taken from the tables of Rose, (Ro 51), so that relativistic effects, 

and retardation are completely taken into account. 

Another possible method, for taking Coulomb effects on the 

proton into account, can be seen by inspection of (2). Equation (2) 

was derived by showing that the Fourier Transform of the Laplacian of 

0 (re) led to a £ function. In the case of Coulomb plane waves, this 

^function will be smeared out, and probably the center will be pushed out 

because of th© Coulomb repulsion of the nucleus. This has the effect of 
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smearing out the lower limit of the integral over q in obtaining the 

transition probability. Since the resulting integral is dependent on 

a high negative power of Qmin> the smearing will tend to raise the 

value of the cross section, but the fact that the center of the delta 

function has possibly been pushed away from the nucleus will result in 

the raising of the effective "qmin", with the result of lowering the 

cross section. Since these two effects work against each other, only 

accurate calculations can give even a qualitative answer to the effect 

of Coulomb forces on the proton. It is worth while pointing out that if 

this method can be used, it will avoid the multipole expansion, and 

will avoid the partial wave expansion of the proton wave functions. This 

would lead to a great saving of time because it would eliminate the 

slowly converging sum over proton angular momenta. 

More work must be done on the relativistic calculations. Since 

they are more accurate than those given in Chapter Three, it is worth 

while making more accurate approximations. Several terms of the series 

for the 2^1 functions ought to be kept, and the relative sises of the 

charge, current, and interference terras should be investigated. 

Finally, a really accurate calculation should be done taking 

into account screening, relativistic effects on the electron, and Coulomb 

effects on the proton. It is questionable whether this calculation is 

economically feasible. The radial integrals would undoubtably lead to 

results which would have to be done numerically, and they would have to 

involve the aid of a high-speed computer. It is questionable whether the 
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problem is of importance enough to merit this expense. 

The tools, developed for the solution of this problem, have 

application to other problems as well as this one. The results of 

Chapter IV are of possible application to the problem of slow protons 

on light atoms, such as Seaton considered (Se 54) and (Se 55). In 

this case, the methods are not only of application to the problem of 

ionization, but also to problems of excitation of atoms to higher S 

states. The wave functions involved are essentially the same, since 

the Laguerre polynomials for bound state wave functions are special 

cases of the functions involved in unbound states. Since, in the 

astrophysical problems, lighter atoms are involved, relativistic 

effects would be less important, and the effect of the disp3acement 

of the center of mass from the center of the nucleus would be more 

important. 

Finally, another possible application of the tools developed 

in Chapter V is the EO internal conversion problem. This process 

depends explicitly on the charge overlap of the K-shell electron with 

the nucleus as shown in Chapter IV. Relativistic effects should be 

very important, as the matrix elements are entirely dependent on the 

magnitude of the K-shell wave finactions in the vicinity of the nucleus. 
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